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Bones are able to adapt their local density when exposed to mechanical loading. Such growth processes
result in densiﬁcation of the bone in regions of high loading levels and in resorption of the material in
regions of low loading levels. This evolution and optimisation process generates heterogeneous distribu-
tions of bone density accompanied by pronounced anisotropic mechanical properties. While several con-
stitutive models reported in the literature assume the growth process to be purely isotropic, only few
studies focus on the modelling and simulation of anisotropic functional adaptation we can observe
in vivo. Some of these few computational models for anisotropic growth characterise the evolution of
anisotropy by analogy to anisotropic continuum damage mechanics while others include anisotropic
growth but assume isotropic elastic properties.
The objective of this work is to generalise a well-established framework of energy-driven isotropic
functional adaptation to anisotropic microstructural growth and density evolution. We adopt the so-
called micro-sphere concept, which proves to be extremely versatile and ﬂexible to extend sophisticated
one-dimensional constitutive relations to the three-dimensional case. In this work we apply this frame-
work to the modelling and simulation of anisotropic functional adaptation by means of a directional den-
sity distribution, which evolves in time and in response to the mechanical loading condition. Several
numerical studies highlight the characteristics and properties of the anisotropic growth model we estab-
lish. The formulation is embedded into an iterative ﬁnite element algorithm to solve complex boundary
value problems. In particular, we consider the ﬁnite-element-simulation of a subject-speciﬁc proximal
tibia bone and a comparison to experimental measurements. The proposed model is able to appropriately
represent the heterogeneous bone density distribution. As an advantage over several other computational
growth models proposed in the literature, a pronounced local anisotropy evolution is identiﬁed and illus-
trated by means of orientation-distribution-type density plots.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Motivation
The tibia is the strongest weight bearing bone in the body, and
the second largest bone of the human skeleton. Although it plays a
critical role in osteoarthritis—the most prevalent joint disorder in
the world—the tibia remains much less well studied than other
long bones; see, for instance, Hulet et al. (2002). Since the seminal
work by Julius Wolff (1892), we know that long bones can adapt
their local density to mechanical loading. During normal walking,
for example, a majority of the generated load is transmitted
through the medial side of the knee as reported by Baliunas et al.
(2002). As a result, the bone mineral density of the tibia is typically
signiﬁcantly larger in the medial than in the lateral regions, see
Hurwitz et al. (1998).ll rights reserved.
x: +49 231 755 2688.
. Waffenschmidt).Fig. 1(a) illustrates the isotropic functional adaption in the
healthy proximal tibia characterised through a Dual-Energy X-ray
Absorptiometry scan. The different grey scales indicate the hetero-
geneous bone density distribution with a characteristic dense re-
gion in the medial plateau, a less dense region in the lateral
plateau, and a low density in the central region, see the recent pub-
lication by Pang et al. (2012). Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry is
currently the most common diagnostic tool to quantify bone min-
eral density proﬁles. However, it fails to visualise microstructural
anisotropy, a characteristic feature of spongious bone that has been
recognised more than a century ago by von Meyer (1867). Fig. 1(b)
displays the anisotropic functional adaption in the healthy proximal
tibia characterised by a photograph of a thin frontal longitudinal
section of the bone taken from Wolff (1870). It clearly documents
the alignment of the trabecular architecture with the directions of
maximum principal loading as, for instance, reported by Carter and
Beaupré (2001).
Fig. 1. Healthy proximal tibia. (a) Isotropic density distribution visualised through
a Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry scan of the proximal tibia. The scan displays
the characteristic heterogeneous density distribution, with a dense region in the
medial plateau, a lower density region in the lateral plateau, and the lowest density
in the central region, cf. Pang et al. (2012). (b) Anisotropic density distribution
visualised through a thin section of the proximal tibia. The photograph displays the
microstructural arrangement of the trabeculae aligned with the axis of maximum
principal loading, cf. Wolff (1870).
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ﬁrst mechanistic models to characterise the isotropic functional
adaptationof bone in response to mechanical loading, see Carter
and Hayes (1977), Cowin and Hegedus (1976) and Cowin and Doty
(2007). These approaches model bone growth within the frame-
work of open system thermodynamics, as discussed by Kuhl and
Steinmann (2003a), using an enhanced balance of mass which al-
lows bone to adapt its density driven by stress, strain or energy;
see Himpel et al. (2005) and Kuhl and Steinmann (2003a) among
others. Within the past two decades, we have recognised ﬁnite ele-
ment analysis as a powerful tool to investigate the isotropic func-
tional adaptation in the form of regional variations in density
proﬁles, see Ambrosi et al. (2011) and Huiskes et al. (1987). As dis-
cussed in a comparative overview by Kuhl et al. (2003), ﬁnite ele-
ment algorithms for growing tissue typically introduce the density
as nodal degree of freedom (Jacobs et al., 1995; Kuhl and Stein-
mann, 2004), as internal variable (Harrigan and Hamilton, 1992),
or local degree of freedom, which can be condensed on the element
level (Beaupré et al., 1990). Finite element models allow us to pre-
dict bone growth and resorption in response to virtually any load-
ing scenario, which would not be feasible experimentally, see
Reina-Romo et al. (2010) or Weinans et al. (1992). They also allow
for efﬁcient parametric studies to identify key contributors to bone
straightening (Carpenter and Carter, 2010), bone torsion (Taylor
et al., 2009), or bone failure (Gitman et al., 2010; Zhang et al.,
2010).
While the initial growth models for hard biological tissues are
exclusively isotropic and fail to reproduce the characteristic micro-
structural architecture of spongious bone, only few studies focus
on the anisotropic functional adaptation we can observe in vivo, as
reported by Taber (1995). Most of the models proposed are directly
motivated by the so-called ‘trajectorial hypothesis’ introduced by
Wolff (1892) which states that—in addition to the change in appar-
ent density of the bone tissue resulting from the growth and
remodelling process—we also observe a time-dependent alignment
of the trabecular architecture with the directions of maximum
principal loading directions, in other words anisotropy evolution.
To give a short overview, we subsequently brieﬂy describe differ-
ent anisotropic bone remodelling approaches—the list of related
references, however, not being claimed to be exhaustive.
As one of the ﬁrst contributions on anisotropic bone remodel-
ling considered here, Carter et al. (1989) introduced a mathemati-
cal formulation for the functional adaptation of trabecular bone.
The formulation is based on a self-optimisation concept, which
takes into account the inﬂuence of different load cases weightedby the corresponding number of load cycles. For a single load case
it is discussed that an alignment of the principal material axes with
the principal stress axes will result in an optimal material micro-
structure orientation in the context of local stiffness maximisation.
Almost a decade later, Jacobs et al. (1997) proposed to add a
remodelling rule for the rate-of-change of the full anisotropic elas-
ticity tensor to the density rate-of-change rule adapted from an
existing isotropic remodelling theory. In a review paper on existing
bone remodelling formulations, Pettermann et al. (1997) discussed
a micro–macro mechanical description of bone in its different
microstructural conﬁgurations and derived a remodelling algo-
rithm accompanied by a new uniﬁed material model for describing
the linear elastic orthotropic behaviour of bone. Based on a hypo-
elastic material model, Weng (1998) made use of a formulation
which—conceptually similar to Jacobs et al. (1997)—assumed an
evolution of the stiffness tensor. Inspired by mathematical optimi-
sation approaches, Fernandes et al. (1999) and Rodrigues et al.
(2002) proposed an analytical parametric microstructural model
from which a global material model was obtained by making use
of homogenisation concepts. An optimal material structure con-
structed by means of homogenised material properties could be
found by optimising a cost function. This cost or rather goal func-
tion accounts for both, the structural stiffness and the biological
costs associated with metabolic maintenance of the bone tissue.
In a series of papers, Doblaré and García (2002) introduced internal
remodelling from general damage-repair theories adopting the
framework of continuum damage mechanics. In these works a
damage-repair-tensor is deﬁned in terms of the apparent density
and a fabric tensor is associated with the porosity and directional-
ity of the trabeculae; see also Cowin (1985, 1986) or Zysset and
Curnier (1995). In a follow-up paper García et al. (2001) considered
also external remodelling, whereas a subsequent contribution ana-
lysed the proximal femur before and after total hip replacement,
Doblaré and García (2002). Similar to the contributions above, Nac-
kenhorst et al. (2000) and Krstin et al. (2000) made use of a fabric
tensor description for porous materials to extended the isotropic
theory to anisotropic material behaviour. In some recent publica-
tions, Coelho et al. (2008) and Coelho et al. (2009) proposed a hier-
archical model based on the above mentioned topology-
optimisation-related approaches to model the bone apparent den-
sity distribution at the macro scale and the trabecular structure at
the micro scale. Bone at global macroscopic scale is consequently
assumed as a continuum characteriSed by equivalent or rather
homogenised material properties.
In the present contribution we adopt a conceptually different
approach. We generalise the well-established format of isotropic
functional adaptation by Harrigan and Hamilton (1994) to micro-
structural anisotropy using the micro-sphere concept—also de-
noted as micro-plane formulation—as originally introduced by
Bazˇant and Oh (1985). Creating an anisotropic representation
through the integration of one-dimensional constitutive equations
over the unit sphere, cf. Bazˇant and Oh (1986), the micro-sphere
approach is extremely versatile and ﬂexible to incorporate inelas-
ticity in the form of damage or plasticity at small strains, see Kuhl
et al. (2001, 2000), or large strains as, for instance, applied to rub-
ber-like materials, see the series of papers by Miehe et al. (2004),
Miehe and Göktepe (2005) and Göktepe and Miehe (2005), or col-
lagenous tissues, see Alastrué et al. (2009) and Alastrué et al.
(2009). By assigning deformation-driven evolution equations for
different orientations, as discussed in Menzel (2007) and Himpel
et al. (2008), recent attempts have also used the micro-sphere con-
cept to characterise the mechanically-driven reorientation of
microstructural directions in soft biological tissues or in the con-
text of structural design; see Menzel and Waffenschmidt (2009),
Menzel et al. (2010) and Waffenschmidt and Menzel (2012). We
utilise the micro-sphere concept to characterise the anisotropic
1930 T. Waffenschmidt et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 1928–1946functional adaptation through directional densities which evolve
in response to directional energies. We illustrate the energy-driven
evolution of anisotropy using zeroth, second and fourth order fab-
ric tensors or rather density moments, cf. Kanatani (1984) and
Menzel and Waffenschmidt (2009).
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy sum-
marise relevant kinematic, kinetic and balance relations for bone
growth within open system thermodynamics. Next, in Section 3,
we discuss the model problem of one-dimensional energy-driven
density growth in terms of its constitutive equations, its imple-
mentation and an illustrative example. In Section 4, we generalise
the one-dimensional formulation to a three-dimensional setting
using the micro-sphere concept and study a homogeneous model
problem. Last, in Section 5, we embed the three-dimensional equa-
tions for anisotropic energy-driven density growth into a ﬁnite ele-
ment framework to explore the isotropic density distribution and
the anisotropic microstructure in the proximal tibia. We conclude
with a summary and ﬁnal remarks in Section 6.
2. Basic kinematics and balance equations
Let x ¼ uðX; tÞ describe the motion of the body, which trans-
forms referential position vectors of material particles X to their
spatial counterparts x. Moreover, the deformation gradient and
the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor are denoted by
F ¼ rXu; C ¼ F t  F; ð1Þ
with the Jacobian J ¼ detðFÞ > 0. In view of the material model dis-
cussed in the sequel, we introduce the stretch in the direction of the
unit-vector r, i.e.,
k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r  C  r
p
: ð2Þ
Even though bone tissue commonly experiences small strains with-
in the physiological deformation range, we make use of a ﬁnite
strain formulation for the sake of generality. As a special case of
large strain, the small strain framework is included. The large strain
formulation, however, proves to be natural to include different re-
sponses in tension and compression, see also Fig. 2. Computation-
ally, a large strain formulation comes at almost no extra cost,
since the overall set of equations is nonlinear anyways.
As this work proceeds, we consider growth phenomena that are
exclusively related to changes in referential density q0 ¼ Jqt ,
which can be described by means of the mass balance equation
_q0 ¼ rX  Rþ R0; ð3Þ
with _ðÞ denoting the material time derivative. The mass ﬂux R is
assumed to vanish, i.e., rX  R ¼ 0, such that the mass source R0
coincides with the rate of referential density _q0 ¼ R0. For the sake
of conceptual simplicity, we do not consider a dead-zone as pro-
posed by, for instance, Weinans et al. (1992).
3. One-dimensional growth
This section reviews basic aspects of the constitutive relations
of density growth, where we restrict ourselves to a one-dimen-
sional setting. The one-dimensional theoretical and computational
framework provides the basic model for the anisotropic micro-
sphere-based growth model proposed in Section 4. We discuss
key aspects of the numerical implementation and investigate spe-
ciﬁc properties of the underlying constitutive model. We refer to
Kuhl and Steinmann (2003b) and Menzel (2005) for details con-
cerning the underlying constitutive theory whereas in Jacobs
et al. (1995), Kuhl et al. (2003) and Kuhl and Steinmann (2003a)
additional background information on algorithmic aspects is elab-
orated further.3.1. Constitutive equations
Following Harrigan and Hamilton (1993b), we adopt a constitu-
tive relation for the mass source,
R0 :¼ kq
q0
q0
 m
w0  w0
" #
; ð4Þ
which, combined with the deﬁnition of the mass source _q0 ¼ R0,
yields the evolution of the density as
_q0 ¼ kq
q0
q0
 m
w0  w0
" #
: ð5Þ
Herein, w0 denotes a relative density-scaled strain energy per unit
volume, q0 is the initial density and w

0 ¼ const takes the represen-
tation of an energy-type saturation value for the density evolution.
Finally, kq characterises the rate of density evolution and m
 is an
algorithmic exponent ensuring the stability of the algorithm, see
Harrigan and Hamilton (1993a). Table 1 summarises the essential
quantities together with their units, wherein quantities associated
with superscript ðÞ denote material parameters.
Using these considerations, we express the strain energy per
unit volume w0 as
w0 ¼
q0
q0
 n
we0ðkÞ; ð6Þ
wherein we0 is a hyperelastic strain energy function in one-dimen-
sional form and n denotes a dimensionless porosity exponent
depending on the particular open-pored ground substance, see
Harrigan and Hamilton (1993a). The Piola–Kirchhoff stress takes
the representation
S ¼ 2 @w0
@k2
¼ q0
q0
 n
Se with Se ¼ 1
k
@we0
@k
: ð7Þ
The strain energy w0 as well as the stress S are determined by
the density-independent quantities we0 and S
e ¼ 2 @we0=@k2, respec-
tively, weighted by a relative density power, ½q0=q0n

, where
m > n in order to ensure numerical stability or rather density sat-
uration, see Harrigan and Hamilton (1992).
3.2. Implementation
The evolution equation (5) represents a nonlinear ordinary dif-
ferential equation, which, in connection with Eq. (6), reads
_q0 ¼ kq
q0
q0
 nm
we0  w0
" #
: ð8Þ
We apply a numerical integration scheme in order to obtain the
density at a current time step. Consequently, we introduce respec-
tive intervals in time, Dt ¼ tnþ1  tn P 0, and apply an implicit Euler
backward integration scheme,
q0 ¼ q0n þ Dt _q0 with q0jt0 ¼ q0: ð9Þ
Here and in the following, we omit the subscript index nþ 1 asso-
ciated with time tnþ1 for the sake of readability. The related residual
form then reads
rqðq0Þ ¼ q0  q0n  Dt _q0 ¼ 0: ð10Þ
To solve this non-linear equation we suggest a Newton iteration
scheme. We expand Eq. (10) in a Taylor series at qk0 with k denoting
the particular Newton iteration step. Neglecting terms of second
and higher order, we obtain
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2. Response of the one-dimensional density growth model. (a) Stepwise constant tensile and compressive loading in terms of the axial force F. (b–d) Evolution of strain
k-1, density q0 and relative density q0 ¼ ½q0  q0=q0 with respect to time for the material parameters given in Table 3.
Table 1
Quantities included in constitutive relations (4) and (5).
Quantity Description Unit (SI)
R0 Mass source [kg/m3s]
q0 Density [kg/m
3]
q0 Initial density [kg/m
3]
w0 Strain energy [J/m
3]
w0 Saturation value [J/m
3]
kq Density evolution (growth) velocity [d/m
2]
m Algorithmic exponent [–]
n Porosity exponent [–]
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@rqðq0Þ
@q0

qk
0
q0  qk0
  ¼ 0 ð11Þ
and introduce the increment of the referential density as
Dq0 ¼ qkþ10  qk0 ¼ 
@rqðq0Þ
@q0

qk0
" #1
rqðqk0Þ: ð12Þ
The remaining task now consists in deriving the partial derivative of
the residual rqðq0Þ with respect to the density at the current time
step q0, which yields
@rqðq0Þ
@q0

qk
0
¼ 1 Dt @ _q
k
0
@qk0
: ð13Þ
The derivative of the density evolution with respect to the density
itself follows from Eq. (8),
@ _qk0
@qk0
¼ ½n m k

q
qk0
qk0
q0
 nm
we0: ð14Þ
We end up with the algorithmic update of the density
qkþ10 ¼ qk0 þ Dq0; ð15Þ
which must be evaluated iteratively as long as the norm of the
residual is larger than a pre-deﬁned tolerance.In case of a one-dimensional force-or rather stress-driven ten-
sion/compression test, which is typically accompanied by an itera-
tive procedure in order to calculate the equilibrium conﬁguration,
we determine the algorithmic tangent operator,
E ¼ 2 dS
dk2
¼ Ek þ Eq0 ; ð16Þ
By means of the chain rule, we identify the two contributions as
Ek ¼ 2 @S
@k
@k
@k2
and Eq0 ¼ 2
@S
@q0
@q0
@k2
; ð17Þ
wherein the ﬁrst term represents the elastic moduli and the second
term reﬂects the dependence of the density evolution equation (5)
on the deformation via the strain energy function w0.
The ﬁrst contribution Ek can be determined straightforwardly as
the elastic tangent modulus Ee ¼ 2 @Se=@k2 weighted by the rela-
tive density power, ½q0=q0n

, i.e.,
Ek ¼ q0q0
 n
Ee with Ee ¼ 1
k2
@2we0
@k@k
 1
k
@we0
@k
" #
: ð18Þ
The density-related contribution Eq0 can directly be obtained by the
partial derivative of S with respect to q0 as
@S
@q0
¼ n

q0
q0
q0
 n
Se: ð19Þ
We can compute the second term by means of the derivative of Eq.
(10) with respect to k2 and solving for @q0=@k
2 which results in
@q0
@k2
¼ Dt 1 Dt @ _q0
@q0
 1
@ _q0
@k2
ð20Þ
with
@ _q0
@k2
¼ k

q
2
q0
q0
 nm
Se: ð21Þ
In summary, the density-related contribution Eq0 of the algorithmic
tangent operator takes the representation
Table 2
Constitutive box for the one-dimensional density-evolution-based growth model.
0. given deformation in terms of the stretch k at time tnþ1 and
history data q0n of internal density variables at time tn
1. compute density-independent elastic strain energy we0
2. perform local Newton iteration
(a) compute density residual
rq ¼ q0  q0n  Dtkq
q0
q0
 nm
we0  w0
" #
(b) compute linearisation of residual
@ _q0
@q0
¼ ½n m k

q
q0
q0
q0
 nm
we0
(c) compute density update
q0  q0 þ Dt
@ _q0
@q0
þ 1
 1
rq
(d) check tolerance
if jrqj < tol go to 3.
else go to 2. (a)
3. compute density weighted Piola–Kirchhoff stress and
tangent operator (one-dimensional case: E necessary only in case of a
stress-driven algorithm)
S ¼ 1
k
q0
q0
 n
@we0
@k
E ¼ 1
k2
q0
q0
 n
Ek þ Eq0
 
with
Ek ¼ @
2we0
@k@k
 1
k
@we0
@k
Eq0 ¼
Dtnkq
q0
1 Dt @ _q0
@q0
 1 q0
q0
 nm
@we0
@k
 2
Table 3
Set of material parameters used for the calculations, as calibrated by Pang et al.
(2012).
Parameter Value Unit
k 2186.0 [N/mm2]
l 1458.0 [N/mm2]
q0 1.0 [g/cm
3]
w0 0.0275 [N/mm
2]
kq 0.4 [d/cm
2]
n 2.0 [–]
m 3.0 [–]
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1
k2
q0
q0
 n Dt n kq
q0
1 Dt @ _q0
@q0
 1 q0
q0
 nm
@we0
@k
 2" #
: ð22Þ
The algorithm related to the constitutive model is summarised in
Table 2.
3.3. Numerical example
To complete the constitutive model, we specify the particular
type of the strain energy and assume a compressible neo-Hookean
format,
we0ðkÞ ¼
k
2
ln2ðkÞ þ l

2
k2  1 2 lnðkÞ : ð23Þ
Based on this, we evaluate the derivatives of the free energy we0 with
respect to the stretch k as
@we0
@k
¼ 1
k
k lnðkÞ þ l k2  1   ð24Þ
and
@2we0
@k@k
¼ 1
k
k
k
þ 2lk @w
e
0
@k
 
: ð25Þ
In view of the material parameters, we adopt the values calibrated
by Pang et al. (2012) for the tibia, as summarised in Table 3 and set
the time step size to Dt ¼ 1:0 ½d. The tolerance for the local New-
ton-scheme is tol ¼ 108.
To discuss the constitutive behaviour characteristic for density
evolution, we consider a one-dimensional homogeneous tension–
compression test. External loading is applied stepwise in terms of
the axial force F and a stress-driven formulation is chosen as
shown in Fig. 2(a). We preferably adopt realistic force magnitudes
up to 800 ½N corresponding to the deformation levels obtained in
Section 5 later on where we elaborate ﬁnite-element-based simu-
lations of a tibia.
Fig. 2(b–d) show the temporal evolution of strain k 1, density
q0 and relative density q0 ¼ ½q0  q0=q0. Due to the stepwise
application of constant forces and with regard to the resulting
strain in Fig. 2(b), we observe a distinct time-dependent behaviour,
whereas in Figs. 2(c, d) the (relative) density saturates in a viscous
manner towards the so-called biological equilibrium state. The bio-
logical equilibrium state depends on the particular loading condi-
tions and can be understood as the state where the deformations
and the density remain constant for a given load, i.e., _q0 ¼ 0 and
_k ¼ 0. For the chosen loading conditions, in connection with the
chosen material parameters, the density increases monotonically
with time from one loading level to the next higher loading level.
In general, the density may also decrease at lower loading levels
as shown in Fig. 3(b) later on. We observe that the model naturally
captures different material response under tension and compres-
sion—the density evolution calculated for tension and compression
does not coincide exactly. This effect is caused by the typical ten-
sion–compression-asymmetry of the neo-Hookean free energy
function which, apparently, becomes more pronounced with
increasing levels of deformation. In order to further emphasise this
asymmetry, we could incorporate additional modiﬁcations of the
strain energy function, e.g., by means of strain-related sign-type
contributions, which, however, are not considered as this work
proceeds.
Furthermore, we investigate the sensitivity of the constitutive
response with respect to the material parameters, see Fig. 3. In or-
der to additionally include resorption effects, we use the loading
history displayed in Fig. 2(a) but reduce the magnitude of the force
to F=10. Fig. 3(a) shows the inﬂuence of the initial density q0. Even
though not directly obvious from evolution equation (5), the initial
density governs the rate of density evolution—higher initial valuesof q0 reduce the growth velocity but result in identical density
equilibrium levels. The energy-type saturation or rather target va-
lue w0 essentially inﬂuences the level of the density at biological
equilibrium. Reducing this parameter leads to a remarkable in-
crease of the density level. However, as indicated above, increasing
this parameter—depending on the particular loading level—may
cause the material to degrade at lower loading levels as illustrated
in Fig. 3(b, shaded region). The combination of the algorithmic
parameter m and the porosity exponent n also affects the level
and the rate of the density saturation, see Fig. 3(c). Note that only
the difference n m enters the density evolution equation (5).
However, the curves of the relative density q0 for the parameter-
combinations n ¼ 2;m ¼ 3 and n ¼ 1;m ¼ 2—so that
n m ¼ 1 in both cases—signiﬁcantly deviate from one an-
other. This observation is attributed to the present stress-driven
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3. Investigation of the sensitivity of the density response q0ðtÞ for the loading history depicted in ﬁgure 2(a) with an axial force of magnitude F=10. The respective
material parameters are modiﬁed as compared to the reference material data set given in Table 3; modiﬁcations: (a) initial density q0, (b) energy-type saturation value w

0, (c)
algorithmic parameters n and m , (d) growth velocity kq .
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inition of the Piola–Kirchhoff stress. For a strain-driven process,
however, these two curves in Fig. 3(c) would coincide. Finally, kq
governs the growth velocity as speciﬁed in Eq. (5).
4. Anisotropic growth
This section deals with the extension of the one-dimensional
density evolution model, discussed in the previous section, to the
three-dimensional macroscopic level by means of a so-called mi-
cro-sphere formulation (also known as micro-plane formulation,
as introduced by Bazˇant and Oh (1985)). One property of the pro-
posed formulation is the inherent direction-dependent response
which, in consequence, leads to an anisotropic model of growth
by direction-dependent local density evolution. For alternative
anisotropic growth models based on macroscopic continuum ap-
proaches, we refer to Jacobs et al. (1997) and Menzel (2005). Anal-
ogous micro-sphere approaches, including internal variables, are
proposed by Göktepe and Miehe (2005) and Harrysson et al.
(2010).
4.1. Extension to a three-dimensional formulation—a micro-sphere
approach
To obtain a fully three-dimensional constitutive model, we now
expand the one-dimensional formulation of Section 2 using the mi-
cro-sphere concept. Conceptually speaking, the continuum ap-
proach is based on a one-dimensional constitutive equation. We
extend this one-dimensional constitutive relation to the three-
dimensional macroscopic level by means of an integration over
the underlying unit-sphere U2. Characteristic for the algorithmicimplementation of this approach is a ﬁnite number of m unit-vec-
tors ri to be considered for the numerical integration over the unit-
sphere, by means of which we compute the macroscopic stress
tensor and tangent operator.
In the present context of a micro-sphere model, macroscopic
quantities per unit volume are represented by
hðÞi ¼ 1
4p
Z
U2
ðÞ dA; ð26Þ
which allows to rewrite the macroscopic strain energy function as
W0 ¼ hw0ðkÞi: ð27Þ
Herein, w0 denotes the one-dimensional strain energy function
introduced in (6) and k represents the stretch as deﬁned in Eq.
(2). Based on this and by analogy with Eq. (7), the macroscopic Pio-
la–Kirchhoff stresses result in
S ¼ 2 @W0
@C
¼ 2 @w0
@k
@k
@C
 	
¼ q0
q0
 n
Se
* +
ð28Þ
including the elastic Piola–Kirchhoff stresses
Se ¼ Se r  r ð29Þ
weighted by the relative density power ½q0=q0n

, where we make
use of the relation
@k
@C
¼ 1
2k
r  r: ð30Þ
Application of Eq. (26) to the unit vectors r 2 U2, and higher order
moments thereof, results in constraints such as hri ¼ 0 and
hr  ri ¼ 13 I, see also A.2.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Response of the three-dimensional density growth model for a combined homogeneous tension–compression test. (a) Stepwise constant tensile and compressive
loading levels in terms of the axial forces F with Ftens ¼ 2Fcomp. (b) Evolution of zeroth-order moment A representing the macroscopic density using m ¼ 21 integration
directions. (c) Comparison of zeroth-order moment A using four different integration schemes. (d) Comparison of the zeroth-order moment Ajt¼800 ½d for 17 different
integrations schemes with a maximum number of m ¼ 600 integration directions per hemisphere.
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To integrate the constitutive equations over the unit sphere U2,
we adopt m discrete integration direction vectors ri and introduce
wi as the related weighting factors. Accordingly, we approximate
the continuous representation introduced in Eq. (27) by
hðÞi ¼ 1
4p
Z
U2
ðÞ dA 
Xm
i¼1
wiðÞi: ð31Þ
Several integration schemes over the unit-sphere of different
approximation order have been studied in the literature. In this re-
gard, we refer the reader also to Fig. 4(c,d) the corresponding com-
ments made in Section 4.3, where we compare 17 different
integration schemes. Apart from this, however, in this work we re-
strict ourselves to a simple integration scheme based on m ¼ 21
integration directions deﬁned on half of the unit-sphere according
to Bazˇant and Oh (1986).
We can directly apply the algorithmic update scheme of the
one-dimensional growth model described in Section 3 to the
three-dimensional micro-sphere formulation. The discrete micro-
sphere approach is based on a one-dimensional constitutive equa-
tion deﬁned in terms of the (afﬁne) stretch in every integration
direction, i.e.,
ki ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ri  C  ri
p
: ð32Þ
We adopt the compressible neo-Hooke-type strain energy speciﬁed
in Eq. (23). Note that different types of one-dimensional constitu-
tive models can be chosen in the context of modelling biological tis-
sues—for instance the worm-like chain model which provides a
sound physical background and by means of the micro-sphere mod-
el can straightforwardly be extended to the three-dimensional case;
see Kuhl et al. (2006), Alastrué et al. (2009), Menzel and Waffensch-midt (2009) and references cited therein. Using Eqs. (28) and (29)
together with the approximation (31), we can express the Piola–Kir-
chhoff stresses as
S 
Xm
i¼1
qi0
q0
 n
Se i wi ri  ri; ð33Þ
with Se i ¼ @kiwe0ðkiÞ=ki, cf. Eq. (7).
In view of nonlinear ﬁnite-element simulations for example, we
apply a Newton scheme to iteratively solve the global system of
nonlinear equations. To ensure quadratic convergence of the algo-
rithm, we compute the consistent algorithmic material tangent
operator by the total differential of the Piola–Kirchhoff stresses S
with respect to the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C,
namely
E ¼ 2 dS
dC
 2
Xm
i¼1
dSi
dC
¼
Xm
i¼1
Eik þ Eiq0 : ð34Þ
By means of the chain rule and by analogy to equations (16) and
(17), we identify the two tangent contributions as
Eik ¼ 2
@Si
@C
¼ 2 @S
i
@ki
 @k
i
@C
and Eiq0 ¼ 2
@Si
@qi0
 @q
i
0
@C
; ð35Þ
which can be determined straightforwardly from the one-dimen-
sional model, cf. Eq. (18) Table 2, as
Ek 
Xm
i¼1
1
½ki2
qi0
q0
 n
Eik w
i ri  ri  ri  ri ð36Þ
and
Eq0 
Xm
i¼1
1
½ki2
qi0
q0
 n
Eiq0 w
i ri  ri  ri  ri: ð37Þ
Table 4
Constitutive box for the three-dimensional micro-sphere-based density-growth
model.
0. given deformation in terms of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C at time
tnþ1 and history data qi0n of internal density variables at time tn for all
m discrete direction vectors ri 2 U2
1. compute afﬁne micro-stretches for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m
ki ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ri  C  ri
p
2. evaluate step 1. and 2. of Table 2 using afﬁne micro-stretches, i.e.,
ki 	 k, for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m
3. compute macroscopic Piola–Kirchhoff stresses
S ¼
Xm
i¼1
1
ki
qi0
q0
 n
@we0
@ki
wiri  ri
4. compute tangent operator
E ¼
Xm
i¼1
1
ki
h i2 qi0q0
 n
Eik þ Eiq0
h i
wiri  ri  ri  ri
wherein Eik and E
i
q0
are taken from Table 2
5. compute zeroth-, second-, and fourth-order density moments A, A and
A for visualisation purposes, cf. A.2
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summarised in Table 4.1 For interpretation of colour in ﬁgures, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.4.3. Numerical example
As an illustrative numerical example to emphasise the proper-
ties of the computational anisotropic growth model, we next dis-
cuss a homogeneous state of three-dimensional deformation. We
use the neo-Hookean strain energy function speciﬁed in Section 3
together with the material parameters summarised in Table 3. The
time step size Dt is set to 1:0 ½d and the Newton-tolerance is
tol ¼ 108. We apply stepwise loading by prescribing external ten-
sile and compressive forces, namely F1 ¼ Ftense1 and F2 ¼ Fcompe2
with Ftens ¼ 2Fcomp. The speciﬁc loading history is displayed in
Fig. 4(a). Here and as this work proceeds, we make use of a Carte-
sian frame fe1; e2; e3g, respectively fex; ey; ezg.
Due to the application of the algorithmic micro-sphere scheme,
we obtain m different micro-densities qi0. In this regard, making
use of the stereographic pole projection method seems to be the
most feasible approach to visualise the micro-densities qi0 directly,
cf. A.1. As a scalar measure representing the macroscopic density
we introduce a density moment of zeroth-order denoted by A, cf.
A.2. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the evolution of this density-related quan-
tity A. As expected from the response of the one-dimensional mod-
el, we observe a characteristic creep-type behaviour saturating in a
time-dependent manner towards the biological equilibrium state.
As we will further discuss in the following, material anisotropy
evolves for the present model proposed so that the importance and
inﬂuence of the accuracy of the integration scheme is less pro-
nounced as for the case of non-evolving material anisotropy; see
also Menzel and Waffenschmidt (2009) and Alastrué et al.
(2009). Nevertheless, we perform a sensitivity analysis to study
the impact of the number of integration directions for a homoge-
neous deformation. For the deformation considered, it turns out
that the m ¼ 21-point integration scheme yields results compara-
ble to those obtained by in general more accurate higher-order
integration schemes; see also Miehe et al. (2004), Alastrué et al.
(2009) or Ehret et al. (2010) for more detailed discussion on the
inﬂuences of the numerical integration schemes over the unit-
sphere. In this contribution we take into account three integration
schemes reported in Bazˇant and Oh (1986) and 14 integrationschemes provided in Heo and Xu (2001) where we consider the
integration scheme of highest order with m ¼ 600 integration
directions per hemisphere as a reference solution. For the sake of
clarity only four different integration schemes with m ¼ f21;37;
146;600g are compared in Fig. 4(c). We observe that the m ¼ 21-
point integration scheme shows good agreement with the
reference solution, whereas the m ¼ 146-point and especially the
m ¼ 37-point integration schemes show signiﬁcant deviations
compared to the m ¼ 600-reference. More signiﬁcantly, we evalu-
ate the zeroth-order moment A at t ¼ 800 ½d in Fig. 4(c) and com-
pare 16 different integration schemes to the m ¼ 600-solution
which is additionally illustrated by a horizontal reference line.
Generally, we observe that a higher number of integration direc-
tions does not necessarily lead to more accurate results with
respect to the chosen reference solution. Interestingly, the lower-
order integration schemes, as, e.g., the m ¼ 21-and especially the
m ¼ 33-and m ¼ 78-point integration schemes show excellent
agreement with the reference solution for the considered deforma-
tion. We will make use of the m ¼ 21-point integration scheme for
all subsequent simulations.
In order to further study the anisotropic evolution of the den-
sity, we make use of different visualisation techniques which are
discussed in more detail in A. The application of the micro-sphere
scheme offers several beneﬁcial possibilities to illustrate local
anisotropic behaviour. We make use of stereographic pole projec-
tion plots, cf. A.1, and orientation-distribution-type surface plots,
cf. A.2, which we evaluate at ﬁve different points in time, namely
t ¼ f0;200;400;600;800g ½d.
The stereographic pole projection plots in Fig. 5(a) show the
evolution of the individual micro-densities qi0 with the z-direction
being perpendicular to the projection plane. The initial isotropic
state at t ¼ 0 (blue1) corresponds to qi0 ¼ q0 ¼ 1:0 8i ¼ 1; . . . ;m.
With progressing deformation, the density distribution changes sig-
niﬁcantly, resulting in a densiﬁcation (red) in the main loading direc-
tions and a resorption (dark blue) in the unloaded directions. This
clearly reﬂects a direction-dependent or rather anisotropic growth
process including texture evolution.
In addition, we visualise the anisotropic density evolution by
means of orientation-distribution-function-related quantities in
Fig. 5(b, c), where Fig. 5(b) displays the second-order density mo-
ment A, which takes the representation of generalising the two-
dimensional orientation-distribution-function-type plots by Jacobs
et al. (1997) to the three-dimensional case. Fig. 5(c) shows the
fourth-order density moment A, see also A.2. In both cases, the ini-
tial isotropic state (blue) is characterised by a sphere with radius
1.0 since the initial micro-densities qi0 ¼ q0 ¼ 1:0 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ;m.
With increasing deformation the shape and the size of the orienta-
tion-distribution-function-related quantities change signiﬁcantly.
The shape of these higher-order density-related functions charac-
terises the anisotropy evolution while their size represents the
growth process itself.5. Finite element modelling of anisotropic growth
This section covers an application example of the anisotropic
density growth formulation as outlined in the previous sections
and particularly deals with the simulation of a proximal tibia bone
under physiological loading conditions and a comparison to exper-
imental measurements. We refer to Kuhl et al. (2003) for a detailed
discussion on aspects of ﬁnite element implementation, whereas in
a recent publication by Pang et al. (2012) the same tibia bone
structure is investigated in response to gait.
Fig. 5. Visualisation of anisotropic density evolution with respect to ﬁve representative points in time t1; . . . ; t5. (a) Stereographic pole projection plots visualising the micro-
densities qi0 and orientation distribution-type surface plots (b) based on second-order density moment A and (c) based on fourth-order density moment A. Density-related
values larger than one characterise densiﬁcation whereas values smaller than one represent resorption; q0 ¼ 1:0 ½g=cm3.
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We now apply the proposed anisotropic growth model to a
subject-speciﬁc three-dimensional part of a proximal tibia. The
three-dimensional tibia model consists of 3190 linear displace-ment-based tetrahedral ﬁnite elements and 893 nodes, see
Fig. 6(a). The respective densities qi0 are stored as internal variables
at the ﬁnite element integration point level.
We specify the geometry and boundary conditions according to
Pang et al. (2012), where bone density proﬁles of a proximal tibia
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Geometry of the upper part of the proximal tibia. (a) Finite element mesh
with applied concentrated forces F1; F2 and (b) location of slices I (sagittal slice), II
(axial slice) and III (coronal slice) used in Figs. 9–13.
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Dirichlet boundary conditions, we clamp the displacements at
one single node at the bottom of the specimen, i.e.,
u ¼ x X ¼ 0, whereas all other displacements at the bottom
nodes are constrained solely in e2-and e3-direction, i.e.,
u  e2 ¼ u  e3 ¼ 0. Furthermore, we apply Neumann boundary con-
ditions by prescribing two concentrated forces at two nodes at the
top of the specimen, as schematically drawn in Fig. 6(a). To be spe-
ciﬁc, F1 ¼ 25:4545e1  305:4545e3 ½N and F2 ¼ 25:4545e1
254:5455e3 ½N; cf. Pang et al. (2012). We apply these external
forces by linearly increasing their magnitude within 5:0 ½d and
keep F1 and F2 constant thereafter for 35:0 ½d. In view of the
material parameters, we adopt the values summarised in Table 3
and the constant time step size of the calculations is Dt ¼ 0:5 ½d.Fig. 7. Three-dimensional density evolution in the proximal tibia at four different points
density by means of visualising the zeroth order moment A. As time progresses, from left t
strain energy until it has approached the biological equilibrium at t ¼ 40 ½d.
Fig. 8. Three-dimensional anisotropy evolution in the proximal tibia at four different p
anisotropy by means of visualising the difference between the maximum and minimum p
evolves most signiﬁcantly in those regions which are predominantly associated with thTo analyse the growth process in the proximal tibia under the
prescribed loading conditions, we display the evolution of the zer-
oth-order density moment A at four different points in time,
t ¼ f10;20;30;40g ½d, cf. Fig. 7. After 10 ½d—the external forces
possessing their ﬁnal maximum magnitudes already after 5 ½d—
we observe a remarkable densiﬁcation of the tibia, in particular
in those regions of the bone which are predominantly affected by
the loading and in consequence associated with high levels of
strain energy. However, during the subsequent part of the time
period considered, the accumulated density does not change sig-
niﬁcantly in these areas. Instead, as time progresses, the material
located at rather non-weight bearing regions—associated with
lower strain energy levels—tends to degrade until the biological
equilibrium state is reached. At biological equilibrium, the mate-
rial—as represented by its local densities—is distributed such that
the bone provides optimal structural support for forces induced
during gait, cf. Pang et al. (2012).
Since the growth process, as modelled in this contribution, is
anisotropic, it is reasonable to investigate the evolution of anisot-
ropy by means of representative anisotropy measures. As a sca-
lar-valued quantity we use the difference in maximum and
minimum principal values of the second-order density moment,
A1  A3, see A.2. This anisotropy measure is depicted as a contour
plot in Fig. 8 and referred to four different points in time. The initial
isotropic state at t ¼ 0 (blue) corresponds to A1  A3 ¼ 0. It is
clearly seen that the degree of anisotropy changes most signiﬁ-
cantly in those regions which are predominantly associated with
the loading and thus with a high strain energy level. Interestingly,
even if the outer upper part of the tibia does not contribute much
to the support of the loading, and in consequence degenerates with
time, the degree of anisotropy also rises in these regions as time
progresses.in time, t ¼ f10;20;30;40g ½d. The colour code indicates the evolution of the bone
o right, the bone densiﬁes in areas of high strain energy and degrades in areas of low
oints in time, t ¼ f10;20;30;40g ½d. The colour code indicates the evolution of the
rincipal value of A, i.e., A1  A3. As time progresses, from left to right, the anisotropy
e loading and thus with a high strain energy level.
Fig. 9. Anisotropy evolution in the proximal tibia displayed at four representative integration points located (approximately) in slice I, cf. Fig. 6(b), and visualised by means of
odfs based on fourth-order density moments A, whereby the isotropic initial state is plotted additionally as a reference state (shaded sphere). A change in size of the odf is
attributed to densiﬁcation resorption; a change in shape of the odf is attributed to a change of anisotropic material properties. The colour code used for the bone indicates the
evolution of the bone density by means of visualising the zeroth-order density moment A.
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detail, we now focus on three cross sections or rather slices of
the tibia. The ﬁrst slice I is placed parallel to the e2-e3 plane and
the second slice II is oriented parallel to the e1-e2 plane, whereas
slice III is perpendicular to e2; see Fig. 6(b). Within the ﬁrst two
slices, four integration points of particular ﬁnite elements are cho-
sen in order to visualise local anisotropic material properties by
means of the fourth-order moment A or rather its corresponding
orientation distribution function (odf) qA0 ; see Eq. (A.12). We also
make use of the fourth-order compliance tensor Ce to represent
directional Young’s modulus surface plots which are based on
the odf d1C
e
; see Eq. (A.14) and Fig. A.15(e-f) for the visualisation
of three different types of material symmetry.
Fig. 9 shows the local evolution of anisotropy with respect to
time at four different integration points located within slice I. As
expected, we observe that odf r—located at the top of the boneclose to where the load is applied—shows the most signiﬁcant
change in size and shape, which reﬂects a pronounced growth
behaviour accompanied by a considerable change of anisotropic
material properties. The other odfs s–u also show anisotropic
behaviour or rather texture evolution, since their shape increas-
ingly deviates from their initial spherical distribution, which, here
and in the following, is indicated by the superimposed transparent
sphere. In contrast to odfr, however, the odfss–u shrink which
clearly indicates the resorption process of the material located in
these points.
By analogy to the considerations above, Fig. 10 illustrates the lo-
cal evolution of anisotropy at four other integration points, now lo-
cated within slice II. In this case, we observe that especially odfx
shows a very pronounced and elongated shape in combination
with a drastic change in size. The distribution of this odf corre-
sponds to an almost transversely isotropic state. At t ¼ 10 ½d,
Fig. 10. Anisotropy evolution in the proximal tibia displayed at four representative integration points located (approximately) in slice II, cf. Fig. 6(b), and visualised by means
of odfs based on fourth-order density moments A, whereby the isotropic initial state is plotted additionally as a reference state (shaded sphere). A change in size of the odf is
attributed to densiﬁcation resorption; a change in shape of the odf is attributed to a change of anisotropic material properties. The colour code used for the bone indicates the
evolution of the bone density by means of visualising the zeroth-order moment A.
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has almost reached its ﬁnal state. This effect results from the point,
to which odf x is referred to, being located in the region close to
where the external force F1 is applied. The concentric isolines in
the contour plots within slice I show these load bearing regions.
To investigate the evolution of the elastic or rather stiffness
properties of bone, we additionally make use of Young’s modulus
surface plots evaluated within the same slices and at the same
integration points as introduced and used above. The density-
power-weighted elasticity tensor Ek in the unloaded initial state
at t ¼ 0 ½d can be calculated from Eqs. (36) and (A.6). For the spe-
ciﬁc case of the neo-Hooke-type strain energy and by using Eqs.
(24) and (25) we obtain
Ekjt¼0 ½d ¼
1
3
½k þ 2l Ivol þ 2
5
Idev
 
; ð38Þwherein Ivol ¼ 13 I  I and Idev ¼ Isym  Ivol denote the fourth-order
volumetric and deviatoric identity tensors with I and
Isym ¼ 12 ½II þ II representing the second-and fourth-order sym-
metric identity tensors. Eq. (38) reﬂects an initially isotropic, i.e.,
spherical, distribution of the Young’s modulus surface plot with a
value of d1C
e ¼ 850:33 ½N=mm2 8 r; cf. Figs. 11 and 12 where
the isotropic reference state is visualised as a shaded sphere. Note
that the micro-sphere-based tensor Ekjt¼0 ½d does not coincide with
the initial elasticity tensor obtained from a standard isotropic neo-
Hookean continuum model—in particular the material parameters
k and l do not weight different modes but the sum k þ 2l scales
both, the volumetric and deviatoric modes. Fig. 10 shows the local
state of anisotropy, now visualised by means of Young’s modulus
surface plots, at the four different integration points located within
slice I. As expected from the previous observations, odf r—located
at the top of the bone close to the loading point—shows the most
Fig. 11. Anisotropy evolution in the proximal tibia displayed at four representative integration points located (approximately) in slice I, cf. Fig. 6(b), and visualised by means
of Young’s modulus surface plots, whereby the isotropic initial state is plotted additionally as a reference state (shaded sphere). A change in size of the odf is attributed to
densiﬁcation/resorption; a change in shape of the odf is attributed to a change of anisotropic material properties. The colour code used for the bone indicates the evolution of
the bone density by means of visualising the zeroth-order density moment A.
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pronounced growth and remodelling behaviour accompanied by a
considerable evolution of anisotropic material properties. To give
an example, the maximum value of the directional Young’s modulus
for odf r is 4048 ½N=mm2. The other odfs s-u also show evolu-
tion of material anisotropy but accompanied by a shrinkage in size
indicating the resorption process of the material taking place at
these material points. For all four integration points, we can identify
pronounced orthotropic material properties; see also Fig. A.15(f). By
analogy to the considerations above, Fig. 12 illustrates the local
state of anisotropy at the four integration points located within slice
II. Similar to odfx for qA0 in Fig. 11, to odfx for d
1Ce in Fig. 12 pos-
sesses a very pronounced and elongated shape in combination with
a drastic change in size—note the different scaling factors or rather
diameters of the respective initial spherical odfs. The distributionx
corresponds to an almost transversely isotropic state, whereas the
other odfs again exhibit orthotropic behaviour. The maximum value
of the directional Young’s modulus for odf x is 17300 ½N=mm2.
Experiments reported in the literature for the stiffness properties
of the proximal tibia provides data within a range from 20 to
20000 ½N=mm2; see, e.g., the contribution by Williams and Lewis(1982), the study by Goldstein (1987) for an extensive summary
of data with respect to the anatomic location and function of bone
in general and Ashman et al. (1989) for the tibial cancellous bone
speciﬁcally, as well as Rho et al. (1998) for a literature survey of
methods for determining the elastic modulus of trabecular bone.
To quantitatively compare our simulation with experimental
results, we consider speciﬁc stiffness values obtained from the
Young’s modulus surface plots in Fig. 11 and compare these to
respective stiffness values provided in the experimental study by
Ashman et al. (1989). To give a brief summary, Ashman et al.
(1989) investigated the anatomical variation of orthotropic elastic
moduli of the cancellous bone from three human proximal tibiae
using an ultrasonic technique. They found that the material prop-
erties are highly heterogeneous, with the axial modulus ranging
between 340 ½N=mm2 and 3350 ½N=mm2—in other words, the
measured Young’s moduli depend on the anatomical position.
Moreover, the authors showed that the degree of anisotropy of
the cancellous bone, determined by the relative differences
between three orthogonal moduli, turned out to be more homoge-
neous than the respective distributions of the Young’s moduli
themselves. Table 5 provides extremal values of directional
Fig. 12. Anisotropy evolution in the proximal tibia displayed at four representative integration points located (approximately) in slice II, cf. Fig. 6(b), and visualised by means
of Young’s modulus surface plots, whereby the isotropic initial state is plotted additionally as a reference state (shaded sphere, note the different scaling). A change in size of
the odf is attributed to densiﬁcation/resorption; a change in shape of the odf is attributed to a change of anisotropic material properties. The colour code used for the bone
indicates the evolution of the bone density by means of visualising the zeroth-order moment A.
Table 5
Extremal values of directional Young’s moduli Ei0 in [N/mm
2], for i0 ¼ 1;2;3, and
relative differences for each odf, which characterise the respective degree of
anisotropy, as given in Fig. 12.
Odf E10 E20 E30 E20 E10E10
E20 E30
E30
E10 E30
E30
v 1600 300 2300 81% 86% 30%
w 300 60 550 80% 89% 45%
x 1400 4000 17300 186% 77% 92%
y 280 50 250 82% 80% 12%
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0 ¼ 1;2;3 being referred to the
related principal directions. For the present study, these are almost
aligned with the base system ei, with i ¼ 1;2;3, as highlighted in
Fig. 12. Consequently E10 corresponds approximately to the lat-
eral-medial axis, E20 is related to the anterior-posterior axis, and
E30 can be referred to the inferior-superior axis. These extremal val-
ues are based on the odfs for d1C
e
at the four integrations points
v–y located in slice II which are speciﬁed and visualised in
Fig. 12. When comparing the simulation results for Ei0 with the
three orthogonal Young’s moduli Ej reported in Ashman et al.
(1989), we have to notice that Ej are not referred to exactly the
same axes as the directional Young’s moduli Ei0 considered in this
work. Furthermore, E1 is referred to the anterior-posterior axis and
E2 reﬂects the material properties along the lateral-medial axis.
Nevertheless, the values for the directional Young’s moduli as sum-
marised in Table 5 together with their relative differences charac-
terising the respective degree of anisotropy, are within the same
range as those identiﬁed by Ashman et al. (1989). Odf x deviates
from the experimental results as the simulation predicts, in con-trast to the other odfs discussed, a transversely isotropic distribu-
tion. Furthermore, apart from odf x, the relative differences
between E20 and E10 , respectively E20 and E30 , are nearly constant,
even though the respective densities and directional Young’s mod-
uli are rather different. This property is in agreement with the
observations made in Ashman et al. (1989), i.e., the degree of
anisotropy is almost constant within a large range of cancellous
bone densities. Note that the averaged values of relative differ-
(a) (b)
Fig. 13. Region of interest method to characterise regional density variations in the proximal tibia. (a) The local bone mineral density (BMD) is evaluated in fourteen equal-
sized regions along the width of tibial slice III, cf. Fig. 6(b). (b) Regional variation of bone mineral density in fourteen regions of interest. Squares and dotted lines indicate the
experimentally measured bone mineral density extracted from the Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry scan as reported in Pang et al. (2012). Circles and solid lines indicate
the computationally predicted bone density extracted from the three-dimensional simulation.
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(1989) are based on three proximal human tibiae using 25 cancel-
lous portions of each specimen. These also stem from different ax-
ial cross-sections, whereas we merely consider data at four chosen
locations in one axial slice. Moreover, Ashman et al. (1989) inves-
tigated a different specimen than the one discretised in this work.5.2. Three-dimensional density prediction
To quantitatively verify our three-dimensional simulations of
the tibia, we adopt the region of interest method—analogous to
Pang et al. (2012) and described in, e.g., Hulet et al. (2002)—and
evaluate the local bone mineral density (BMD) in fourteen equal-
sized regions along the width of a characteristic tibial cross section.
In particular, we consider slice III, see Fig. 6(b), to which we apply a
grey-scaled contour plot of the zeroth-order moment A represent-
ing the macroscopic density distribution as illustrated in Fig. 13(a).
Based on this, a computationally predicted bone mineral density
proﬁle is calculated from grey-scaled bone density proﬁles by aver-
aging the density values of 2500 pixels within each region of inter-
est and plotted over the width of the slice using a cubic spline data
interpolation; see Fig. 12(b). We compare this computationally
predicted BMD-proﬁle to an experimentally measured subject-spe-
ciﬁc local bone mineral density proﬁle, which was recorded by a
Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) scan as reported in
Pang et al. (2012). The resulting regional variations of the bone
mineral density in the fourteen regions of interest are summarised
and compared in Fig. 12(b). Especially in the lateral regions 1–4
and 13, 14 we observe a good qualitative and quantitative agree-
ment between experimental data and simulation results. Larger
deviations are observed in the inner regions where the values of
the bone mineral density are underestimated. This is illustrated
by an inner region of lower density values in regions 5–12 between
the two peak values.5.3. Potential limitations
The observed discrepancies between computationally simu-
lated and experimentally measured BMD-proﬁles, as shown in
the previous subsection, can on the one hand be attributed to the
lack of representative experimental data to compare the simula-
tion with. On the other hand, the misﬁt can also be explained bythe following speciﬁc properties of the model and discrete bound-
ary value problem considered, see also Pang et al. (2012).
5.3.1. Geometry and mesh
The three-dimensional mesh representing the proximal tibia is
a generic mesh not created based on the subject’s own geometry
from which the BMD-proﬁle is extracted. As a consequence, nei-
ther the chosen cross-section of the tibia, slice III, nor the region
of interest might be fully representative for a comparison with
the two-dimensional DEXA scan. In this regard, it is also worth to
note that DEXA calculates the BMD using area measures, instead
of providing mass divided by volume. In addition, the mesh itself
is relatively coarse, especially in the middle region where we ob-
serve larger differences between experimentally measured and
computationally simulated densities.
5.3.2. Material parameters
We assume the same material parameters as calibrated in Pang
et al. (2012). However, since we apply a different material model—
the micro-sphere-based neo-Hookean-type model can not be re-
duced to the macroscopic continuum neo-Hookean model—the
material parameters also take a different interpretation. Further-
more, we assume that the bone possesses initially homogeneous
and isotropic material properties. However, as also stated in Pang
et al. (2012), the material properties of the collagen matrix in the
subchondral bone are far from being uniform or isotropic in a state
which we adopt as the initial conﬁguration. In reality, the outer
layer of the tibia consists of cortical bone with a higher density,
which does not change in time, while the inner part is composed
of the less dense trabecular bone.
5.3.3. Boundary conditions
As also discussed in Pang et al. (2012), we have simpliﬁed the
tibiofemoral loading by two representative concentrated forces
acting on a single medial and lateral node each. In reality, however,
the articular cartilage interface between the femur and tibia can be
strained, the representative loading can shift in space and, most
importantly, is spread over an area. Furthermore, we neglect forces
from muscles, tendons, and the tibiofemoral joint. Lastly, we
assume the subchondral bone to be completely isolated, whereas
in reality a contact region with the proximal ﬁbula affects the
in vivo loading situation through an elastic interface.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. A.14. Stereographic projection: (a) Unit vector r parameterised by spherical angles u and h with a Cartesian base system e1; e2; e3; (b) Graphical illustration of the
method of stereographic projection form ¼ 21 integration directions (in the upper half-sphere) by means of two exemplary unit vectors r4 and r20; (c) Two-dimensional pole
projection plot. Points 22–25 are added for visualisation purpose, cf. Miehe et al. (2004).
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important aspects like, e.g., biochemical factors, age, gender, race,
or family history are not taken into account.6. Summary
Bones adapt their local density and load bearing capacities to
mechanical stimuli. Densiﬁcation of the bone in mechanically high
load-bearing regions as well as resorption in region with a low load
is observed. This adaptation results in texture evolution and highly
anisotropic material properties of the bone.
To model and simulate such anisotropic growth phenomena in
bone, we propose a micro-sphere model which allows to straight-
forwardly extend one-dimensional constitutive models to an
anisotropic three-dimensional formulation. We adopt a well-
established one-dimensional model, previously used in the context
of three-dimensional but isotropic growth, which includes energy-
driven evolution of directional densities. These directional densi-
ties are referred to the integration direction of the micro-sphere
and, as an advantage of the model developed, enable to compute
higher-order tensorial density moments. By analogy to so-called
Young’s moduli plots common in the context of modelling and
simulation texture phenomena, the visualisation of such higher-or-
der density moments provides detailed insights into the simulated
deformation-induced anisotropic local material properties. Apart
from discussing the micro-sphere-based anisotropic growth model
under homogeneous deformations, we investigate the ﬁnite ele-
ment simulation of anisotropic growth in proximal tibia bone.
The simulation results capture the densiﬁcation effects and clearly
identify the main load bearing regions. Local anisotropy evolution
is visualised by means orientation-distribution-function-type rep-
resentations of higher-order density moments.
At this stage, the simulation results of macroscopic density dis-
tributions are in reasonable agreement with experimental investi-
gations reported in Pang et al. (2012). In the future, the comparison
of simulated local anisotropic material properties with related
experimental data will be of high interest. The incorporation of
deformation-induced anisotropic adaptation and texture evolution
is also of key relevance in view of the modelling and simulation of
the interaction of bones with implants as discussed by García et al.
(2002) and Moreo et al. (2007). Growth phenomena in biological
tissues in general effect both changes in density or rather mass
and changes in volume. One modelling approach to includechanges in volume is the so-called multiplicative decomposition
of the deformation gradient; see Taber (1995) and Kuhl et al.
(2007) with application of an isotropic multiplicative growth mod-
el to the ﬁnite-element-simulation of an artery. Such growth mod-
els are also developed for anisotropic tissues, see Lubarda and
Hoger (2002), and embedded into iterative ﬁnite element formula-
tions to simulate complex boundary value problems; see Menzel
(2006), Menzel (2007) and Göktepe et al. (2010). In the future,
the anisotropic micro-sphere model can be combined with the
kinematics of multiplicative growth so that additional changes in
volume are directly addressed within the constitutive model; see
Harrysson et al. (2010) where a micro-sphere model is combined
with a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
to simulate the deformation-induced anisotropy evolution in
glassy polymers.
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The Appendix addresses different techniques used in this paper
to visualise anisotropic material properties. To be speciﬁc, we
make use of stereographic pole projection plots, A.1, as applied
in, for example, Miehe et al. (2004) and Alastrué et al. (2009). Addi-
tionally, we apply two different kinds of orientation-distribution-
type surface plots which we discuss in A.2. Here, we refer to Has-
hash et al. (2003) and Kriz et al. (1995) for detailed reviews on
visualising higher-order tensors and to Menzel et al. (2008) and
Menzel and Waffenschmidt (2009), where similar representations
have been utilised in the context of ﬁbrous soft biological tissue. A
general overview on visualisation techniques for anisotropic mate-
rial properties and texture evolution is provided in Kocks et al.
(2000) and references cited therein.
A.1. Stereographic pole projection
By means of the method of stereographic projection, we project
scalar quantities—in the present context the micro-densities qi0—
related to the vectorial integration directions ri 2 U2 onto the
Fig. A.15. Visualisation of anisotropy by odf-type surface plots based on fourth-order elasticity and compliance tensors; upper row (a–c) based on Ee, lower row (d–f) based
on Ce. Coefﬁcients of Ee in Voigt notation, superscript v: (a,d) Cubic symmetry with Eev11 ¼ 13120, Eev12 ¼ 11450, Eev44 ¼ 2680, cf. Ma et al. (2008). (b,e) Transverse isotropy with
Eev11 ¼ 2180, Eev33 ¼ 1350, Eev44 ¼ 375, Eev12 ¼ 1010, Eev23 ¼ 1000. (c,f) Orthotrophy with Eev11 ¼ 344:87, Eev22 ¼ 344:87, Eev33 ¼ 6:92, Eev44 ¼ 59:24, Eev55 ¼ 30:94, Eev66 ¼ 30:94,
Eev12 ¼ 67:575, Eev23 ¼ 0:37, Eev13 ¼ 0:37. Units in ½N=mm2.
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an illustration of the m ¼ 21 integration scheme used in this
paper. In Fig. A.14 we emphasise two exemplary integration
directions: the intersection point of the lines connecting the inte-
gration points on the sphere and the south pole with the equatorial
plane are the stereographic projected points sought. The related
micro-densities qi0 can be visualised by a contour-plot as shown
in Fig. 5.
A.2. Orientation distribution function related to higher-order moments
Apart from applying the method of stereographic projection, we
also make use of two different orientation distribution function-
type (odf) representations. To this end, we introduce generalised
structural tensors or rather higher-order density moments. The
scalar moment of zeroth order is introduced as
A ¼ q0h i 
Xm
i¼1
qi0 w
i ðA:1Þ
and can be interpreted as a measure of the macroscopic density. The
moment of second-order reads
A ¼ 3 q0r  rh i  3
Xm
i¼1
qi0 w
i ri  ri; ðA:2Þ
whereas the moment of fourth order is represented by
A ¼ 5 q0r  r  r  rh i  5
Xm
i¼1
qi0 w
i ri  ri  ri  ri: ðA:3Þ
Taking into account the identitiesh1i ¼ 1; ðA:4Þ
hr  ri ¼ 1
3
I; ðA:5Þ
hr  r  r  ri ¼ 1
3
Ivol þ 2
5
Idev
 
; ðA:6Þ
we normalise each of these quantities such that an initially isotropic
setting at t ¼ 0, i.e., qi0 ¼ q0 results in
Ajt0 ¼ q0; ðA:7Þ
Ajt0 ¼ q0I; ðA:8Þ
Ajt0 ¼ q0
5
3
Ivol þ 2
3
Idev
 
: ðA:9Þ
Herein, I denotes the second-order identity tensor, and the volu-
metric and deviatoric fourth-order identity tensors are represented
by Ivol ¼ 13 I  I and Idev ¼ Isym  Ivol with Isym ¼ 12 ½II þ II the
fourth-order symmetric identity tensor, cf. Bazˇant and Oh (1985)
and Lubarda and Krajcinovic (1993).
In order to compute a graphical representation of these higher-
order density moments, we parametrise unit vectors r 2 U2 in
terms of spherical coordinates, for example
rðh;uÞ ¼ sinðhÞ cosðuÞe1 þ sinðhÞ sinðuÞe2 þ cosðhÞe3: ðA:10Þ
This allows to calculate scalar odf-type quantities, which in case of
the second-order moment result in
qA0 ðA; rÞ ¼ r  A  r; ðA:11Þ
and for the fourth-order moment we similarly introduce
qA0 ðA; rÞ ¼ ½r  r : A : ½r  r: ðA:12Þ
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represented by purely spherical distributions so that qA0 and qA0 are
independent of r. Odf-type representations of fourth-order tensorial
quantities are well-established in the context of so-called Young’s
modulus plots; see Kocks et al. (2000). The underlying fourth-order
tensors to visualise the materials’ anisotropy are the elasticity ten-
sor Ee and the corresponding compliance tensor Ce ¼ ½Ee1. By
analogy with Eq. (A.11) we obtain the odf-type quantities
dE
e ðEe; rÞ ¼ ½r  r : Ee : ½r  r; ðA:13Þ
see Fig. A.15(a-c), and
d1C
eðCe; rÞ ¼ ½r  r : Ce : ½r  r½ 1; ðA:14Þ
see Fig. A.15(e-f). Note that Eq. (A.13) represents solely components
of the elasticity tensor, whereas Equations (A.14) reﬂects directional
Young’s modulus properties; see Cazzani and Rovati (2003) and
Böhlke and Brüggemann (2001) for more background information
and in view of the calculation of the compliance tensor as the in-
verse of the elasticity tensor in Voigt notation the reader is referred
to Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1993).
Since higher-order moments include more information on the
materials’ anisotropic properties with increasing tensorial order,
odf-type plots related to fourth-order moments show a more pro-
nounced anisotropic shape than those related to second-order mo-
ments; see Fig. 5. In view of the moment of second order, we
additionally perform a spectral decomposition,
A ¼
X3
j¼1
Aj nj  nj with ni  nj ¼ dij; ðA:15Þ
to introduce a scalar measure of anisotropy deﬁned by the differ-
ence between the largest and smallest principal value of A, i.e.,
A1  A3; see Fig. 8. In case of an isotropic or rather spherical distri-
bution, all principal values of A turn out to coincide so that
A1  A3 ¼ 0. A spectral decomposition can also be applied to the
fourth-order density moment A, see Kocks et al. (2000), which is
not applied in this work.
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